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Ansrtacr

Using a simple model, the observed distributions of !-e and Mg betrveen ML and, M2
sites in orthopyroxenes are shown to be consistent with the measured activity-composition
relations in the solid solutions. The substantially non-random cation distribution is shown
to make only a small negative contribution to the excessfree energy of mixing at temperatures near 1000'C. This negative term may be offset by a small positive enthalpy contribution common to many other binary and ternary oxide solid solutions, but the data do not
permit the evaluation of such a term.

IN'rnonucrroN
The non-random distribution of iron and magnesium between olivine
and pyroxenein the system FeO-MgO-SiOzand between the Ml and M2
sites of the pyroxene structure has been well established,both in natural
mineral assemblagesand in experimental equilibrium studies at high
temperature. Both the intercrystalline (multiphase) and the intracrystalline (single phase) equilibria have been suggested as geothermometers. A number of thermodynamic models have been proposed to
account for the observed distributions (Ramberg and Devore, 1951;
Kretz, 1961; Mueller, 1962; Matsui and Banno, 1965; Banno and
Matsui, 1966; Grover and Orville, 1969; Virgo and Hafner, 1969;
Saxena, 1969). Several of these treatments take into account the existence of two distinct octahedral sublattices in the pyroxene structure,
the model of Grover and Orville (1969) being perhaps the most inclusive.
Experimentally, the system MgO-FeO-SiOzhas been studied over a
range of temperatures and oxygen partial pressuresby, among others,
Bowen and Schairer (1935), Muan and Osborn (1965), Nafziger and
Muan (1968); Larimer (1968); and Medaris (1969).Nafziger and Muan
determined activity-composition relations in the solid solutions and the
free energiesof formation of the silicate end-members.At 1200-1250"C,
the pyroxene solid solution was found to be essentiallyideal, whereas the
olivine showed a fairly small positive deviation from ideality. Measurements by Larimer (1968) and by Medaris (1969) also indicated that
deviations from ideality in both the olivine and pyroxene solid solutions
are small or zero at temperatures above 800oC. Calorimetric measurement of the heats of solution of Fe-Mg olivines and pyroxenesin hvdrofluoric acid by Sahama and Torgeson (19a9) suggest a zera enthalpy of
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mixing. Using Mcissbauerspectroscopy.Ghose ancl Ilafner (1962) and
Virgo and Hafner (1969) have experimentallydetermined the drstribution of Mg and Fe between the Ml and M2 sitesas a function of temperature and composition.They report that between 500 and 1000oC,the
variation of cation distribution is adequatell'represented
by a singleconstant free energy of exchangeof about 3.6 kcal/mole MzSizOo.
In accordwith the magnitude of this energy term, substantial order remains even
at 1000oC.
It appears, then, that even though substantial deviation from random
mixing over divalent cation sites exists, the deviations from thermodynamic ideality in the pyroxene solid solutions are small or zero. rt is
the aim of this communication to show that these observations are indeed consistent,i.e., to derive activity-composition relations based on
the intracrystalline exchangeterm of Virgo and Hafner (1969), and to
compare theseresults with experiments.The applicability of a ,,regular
solution" model to thesedata will also be discussed.
TrrnnlrooyNAMrcs oF PvnoxBuB Sor,ro Sor,urroNs
The formation of a solid solution (Fe1,Mgr_N)zSirOo
of a partially
ordered cation distribution characteristic of the temperature, T, may
be visualized as consisting of two steps:
(1)

,\il{gzSi:Oo+ (1 - Ir)Fe,rSizOo
= (M g1,,Fe1_,.r)ur(N{galFer_r),urSi2O6

formation of totally disorderedsolid solution of random cation distribution from the end members,and
(2)

(Mgr,'Fer-;,,'),y,
(lIgryFe1 n),y,Si2O6
( M g,n'1'F er,nr-,) ,lr,( M gr-, F e1-1,.1,),1ar
Si 2o 6

ordering of the solid solution, with *:/(1v", T, p).
In accordancewith the model of Grover and Orviile (1969), and.with
the assumptionsof Virgo and Hafner (1969), the following approximations will be made:
a. Step (1) is characterizedby ideal mixing: AHr:9,
A,tr:

-

2R[.\'ln.\'f

(1 - i/) ln (1 - Irr)]1

b. Step (2) is associatedwith a constant molar enthalpy of exchange,
Al1"*"hu.e",
independent of ny'and T and P, for the reaction:
1 The thermodynamic parameters
used herein need not all refer to, nor be derived from,
experimental measurements on samples equilibrated at atmospheric pressure, since the
effect of pressure is assumed to be small. Accordingll', these terms are not given the standard state designation: AIl', erc.
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nsi; + Fe)*,: ug;i + r.;i

(3)

This enthalpy is approximately equal to the value found by Virgo and
Hafner for the standard free energy of exchange,l-3.65 kcal/mole, and
is exothermicfor the reaction as written.
c. The entropy change of step (2) is equal to the change in configurational entropy between the partially ordered and random distributions,
in the former'
assumingrandom mixing on eachsublatti,ce
temperature, i.e., the value
at
any
The extent of ordering occurring
for a minimum in the
looking
by
given
ly',
?,
may
calculated
be
of r for a
(2).
free energy changeof step
(4)

aG2 :

AH' - ?ASr : fAfl"*"1,u,*"+ Rr[(J * r) In (-r * x)
+ (1 -,\r - r) ln (1 -'V - r) + (lr - r) ln (Ar r)
2lYln i[
l\r + f)
Ar f r) ln (1
+ (1
2 ( 1 - . A r l)n ( t - l l l

/ d A G o\
(5)

(-r.

o :

(Ir*r)(1-Nf*)
A / I " * " b " n s "f

Rr

ln

)r:
-

(J*r)(1

AII"*"ho'g"

(6)

:

2 . 3 0 3R T

-l n-goi ^r v

(lr-CI)(1-I/-r)
-nil+r)

(J-r)(1-J-'J

Calculatedvalues of the degreeof order, r, at 500, 1000,and 12500Care
shown in Table 1. These are essentially the same as those given by Virgo
and Hafner. One should note that the calculated extent of ordering, r, is
symmetric about Iy':0.5, the 50 percent mole fraction.
One can then compute the free energy of step (2) using equation (4)
and the values of r found from equation (6), as shown in Table 1. This
AG value is also equal to tineercessfree energy of formation of the solid
solution from its components. Note that this function also symmetric
about Iy':0.5.
DrscussroN
Figure 1 shows the calculated values oI LH, ZAS"*, and AG"" for
500oC,where the effects of cation ordering are more pronounced than at
I The molar free energy of exchange derived by Virgo and Hafner from the distribution
constant consists of an enthalpy term and a non-conf,gurational (lattice vibrational) entropy contribution. Since the difference in vibrational entropy between ordered and disordered states is probably quite small, TAg"ir, is small compared to AH, and AG'n'-"ont;g
=A11"*"r,,.e.On the other hand, the total free energy of the ordering process is the sum of
both configurational and non-configurational terms,
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Tesr-B 1 Car,cur,,qrBo'lhrnuooyNeutcs
or Mrxrxc rN MgzSizOa-Fe:SLOo
Sor.ro SorurroNs [r,en uolr (MgrFer_r):SizOul
A11 (kcal)"

IAS.* lkcal;a

(1-1f)

46"' lkcat)" ac*/l/

T:500oC
0.1
o.2
0.3
0.4
05
06
0.7
08
0.9

0 .080
o 152
o.211
0.252
0.266
0 252
0 211
0 .1 5 2
0 080

-0.292
-0.555
-0.772
-0.918
-0 972
-0 918
-0.772
-0.555
-0.292

-0.155
-0.245
-0 351
-0.432
-0.454
-o.432
-0.351
-0.245
-0. 155

-0. 137
-0.310
-o 421
-0.486
-0 518
-0 486
-0 421
-0.310
-o 137

-1.53
-1 .94
-2.00
-2.03
-2.07
-2 03
-2.O0
-r.94
-1 53

T:1000'C
01
o.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

0 .058
0 .1 0 7
o r42
0.165
o.172

-o.210
-0 392
-0.518
-0.601
-0 629

-0 100
-0.21o
-0 250
-0 292
-0 315

-0.110
-0. 182
-0.26.8
-0.309
-0 314

-r.14
-1.28
-1.29
-1.26

T:1250'C
0.1
o2
03
0.4
0.5

0.050
0 091
0.121
0. 140
0.146

-o 182
-0 .331
-0.M2
-0 .516
-0 534

-0 087
-0. 182

-0 095
-0.149
-o.225
-0.265
-0.292

-o.2r7
-o.251
-0 242

' 1[:mole fraction MgrSirOu.
b r:degree of order from eqn. 6, with A11"*"r.*
" AI1:rAI1.*"1,""".
d from eqn. 4.
e aFlex:aA_rasex.

laa

-1.06
-0.93
-1.O7
-1.10
1

1t

65 kcal.

higher temperatures. It is seen that the negative enthalpy of mixing due
to cation ordering is compensatedby a negative entropy term, so that
the total excessfree energy, although still negative, is much smaller in
magnitude than the enthalpy term alone. At higher temperatures, the
calculatedexcessfree energiesare smaller in magnitude,being --0.314
and --0.292
kcal/mole MzSizOaat ,lt:0.5 at 1000 and 1250oC,respectively.
Since the entropy depends in a fairly complex manner on the mole
fraction and the temperature, and since this entropy of mixing is not
that of a random one-sublatticesystem,this model is clearly not one of a
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Nr"srq
Frc. 1. Excess functions of mixing in magnesium iron pyroxenes at 500'C' All quantities are for the formation of one mole (MGNFe'-N)rsizSizOofrom the pure end members.
Dashed line: ?AS"* (present model); dotted line: a5"* ("regular" solution approximation);
solid line: AG"* (present model); dot dashed-line:AII (present model)

regular solution (Hildebrand and Scott, 1964). On the other hand, the
symmetry of the AG'" curve with respect to the mole fraction suggests
that this curve may be fairly well approrin4ated'by a regular-like expression

(7)

aGl"".: /(?)Ir(1

- it/)

where/(T) is constant at a given temperature.Values of AG*/I'I(1-lir)
shown in the last column of Table 1, show this indeed to be the case,
with/(?) becoming more negative with decreasingtemperature. Figure 1
comparesthe AG"" curve calculated from the model above for 500oCwith
that calculated using equation (7) with
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.f(r) :(

AG,, \
* - - - - ^)
J)/."
\J(1
/

:

1e20cal.1

The two curves are quite simiiar, and very good experimental activity
data, particularly near both ends of the compositionrange, would be required to distinguish between them. At higher temperatures,the two
curves would be even more nearly coincident.
Furthermore, activities in solid solutions in ternary s)-stemssuch as
FeO-MgO-SiO2are often calculatedfrom the experimentallydetermined
conjugation lines (Muan, 1967; Nafziger and Muan, 1968) using the
regular solution approximation :
(8)

logT:

a(1 -

'\r)'z

This approximation is especiallyusefui when the deviation from ideality
is small and the relative uncertainty in log 7 is large. Accordingly, it is of
interest to compute the activity-composition curves in the system
FeSiO3-MgSiO3using equation (8), and

(e)

a:l

/

AG,,

\
I
X
_
A ' ) / " , " , " * " 2 X 2.303RT
\-Y(1

where the factor of two converts to kcal/mole MSiOa. The calculated
activity-compositioncurvesfor 500oC,1000oC,and 1250oCare shown in
Figure 2. Particularly for the higher temperatures, at which experimental activity data have been or can be obtained, the deviations from
ideality are small. At 1250oC,the temperature of Nafziger and Muan's
measurements,o3"sis,:0.48 at ly'F"sio,:0.50. That vaiue probably is
within the limits of error of their statement that the pyroxene solid
solution is practically ideal. The data of Medaris (1969) and of Larimer
(1968) also point to the conclusionthat any deviations from ideality in
the pyroxene are small. Medaris, using the model of Grover and Orville
(1969) to interpret his data, reports a molar exchangefree energyfor reaction (3), the 'intra-crystalline exchange of - 2.94 kcal/mole, in satisfactory agreementwith the value of - 3.65 kcal/mole obtained by Virgo
and Hafner (1969),which was usedin the presentcalculations.
Thus, it is seenthat very nearly ideal activitir-composition relations at
1000 1300oCare consistent with the degree of cation order found by
Nlcissbar"rer
spectroscop.vand with the above model of the energetics of
I Calculated values of
J(T) for difierent compositions at a given temperature deviate
from the average value by about * 10/6. Some of this variation may be due to scatter in
the original data, but a part of it to the difierences between a regular solution model and
the present model
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NF.siq
Frc. 2. Calculated activity-composition relations in system FeSiOrMgSiOa. Light solid
line: Raoult's law behavior; dashed curve: calculated, 1250'C; dotted curve: calculated,
1000"C; solid curve: calculated, 500'C.

the ordering process.It is worth stressingthat quite substantial deviations from random mixing on the two sublattices lead to almost no
deviations from ideal activity-composition relations.
So far as we have assumedthat the only contribution to the enthalpy
of mixing is negative, and arisesfrom the ordering of cations in Ml znd
M2 sites. In a number of oxides crystallizing in the locksalt structure,
and in some olivine solid solutions, in which no redistribution of cations
among nonequivalent sites occurs, positive deviations from ideality have
been found (Driessens,1968). Although the exact nature of the interactions leading to these deviations has not been completely elucidated,
changesin coulombic and repulsion energies,and "strain" resulting from
the mixing, in a solid, of cations of unequal sizes,are probably responsible. The system FeO-MgO, in particular, showslarge positive deviations
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from ideality (Hahn and Muan, 1962),possibly associatedwith changes
in the deviation from stoichiometry (Driessens,1968). According to
Nafziger and Muan (1968), the seriesFezSiO+-MgzSiOa
also shows posi_
tive deviations, though these were not detected by Medaris (1969). rt
seemsnot unlikely, then, that somesmall positive "lattice" contribution
to the enthalp.v of mixing is present in the pyroxenes also. were this the
case,and were this contribution essentialindependent of the degreeof
cation ordering,it would not affect the thermodynamicsof reaction (2),
while changingstep (1) from an ideal to an approximatelyregular mixing
process.within this approximation, the entropy of mixing and degree of
order would remain the sameas before,but the enthalpy of mixing would
become less negative. The overall deviations from ideality would also
becomelessnegative,and might indeed becomepositive. The superposition of positive lattice contributions on negative cation-orderingcontributions to the free energy of mixing has recentlv been inferred for the
spinei systems, CozTiOE-ZnzTiO+and NizTiO+-ZnzTiOq (Navrotsky
and Muan, 1970), and has been suggestedas a possibilitv for olivines
and pyroxenesby Matsur et al. (1968).However, the activity data in the
pyroxenesdo not warrant an attempt to quantitativeiy separatethe two
free energy terms. According to Nafziger and Muan, the deviation from
ideality in the pyroxene may indeed be slightly positive, a:*0.07
+0.12, but this effectis smaller in magnitude than the experimentaruncertainty of their measurements.
calorimetric measurementsof the heats of solution of olivine and
pyroxene solid solutionsin the system FeO-MgO-SiO2,by Sahama and
T'orgeson(1949),indicate both silicatesolid solutionsto have essentialiy
zero enthalpiesof mixing. The model presentedhere predicts negative
heats of mixing, dependenton the degreeof order and thereforeon the
thermai historv of the samples.For pyroxenesrepresentativeof a high
temperature cation distribution, at T:-1000oC, a heat of mixing of
- 0.3 kcal/mole MSiOr ai f : 0.5 is predicted.Particularll,
sincethe pure
iron end-member,ferrosilite,doesnot exist, and its enthalpy of sorution
must be extrapolatedfrom the calorimetric data, it is quite likely that
such a relatively small deviation from ideality would not have been
detected.on the other hand, a zero enthalpy of mixing might result from
the addition of a small positive "lattice" term to the negativeorderingenthalpy term, as discussedabove. since the actual cation distributions of
Sahama and Torgeson'ssamplesare not known, and the experimental
uncertainties are fairly large, these data do not provide conclusive
evidencefor or against the existenceof the positive lattice term.
It is difficult to place actual numerical values or the nncertainties introduced by the simple nature of this model. The enerqyand vibrational
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entropy changesassociated with interchanging iron and magnesium on
nonequivalent sites are certainly sensitive to the exact geometry of that
site, which does not remain identically unchanged with variations of
temperature, pressure, and composition. The data of Virgo and Hafner
suggestthat the interchangeenergyis constant to about * 10 percent at
temperaturesabove 500"C. If one were to attempt to representthe thermodynamics of interchange by a modei with two energy parameters, the
resulting correction terms to any calculatedinterchangeenergy at one
P, l, l[p"s16,would presumablybe of that magnitude.Sincea prior Iattice
energy calculation of the necessaryprecision is not practicable for these
systems, all models must contain empirical energy parameters derived
from experimentaldata. It is the author's opinion that much more extensive experimental cation distribution data than those presently
available would be neededbefore one could rationally distinguish among
various plausible more complex models.
Ilowever, whatever model one chooses,the conclusion that the state
of equilibrium cation distribution is of only slightly more negative free
energy than the random state will apply. Accordingly, deviations from
ideal activity-composition relations due to cation ordering will be small,
as noted in this paper. The actual form and magnitude of the enthalpl'
and excessentropy of mixing will depend on the model chosenand on the
presenceof non-ideal "lattice" contributions, as noted.
CoNcr-usror.rs
Nearly ideal thermoldynamic behavior of pyroxene solid solutions in
the system FeSiOa-MgSiOa
at temperaturesnear 1000oCis consistent
with the observed cation distributions over Ml and M2 sites and the exc h a n g ee n e r g yf o r t h i s p r o c e s sc a l c u l a t e db y V i r g o a n d H a f n e r ( 1 9 6 9 ) .
The non-random distribution of cations leads to small negatiuaexcessfree
energiesof mixing, which may- be partially or totally compensatedby a
small positive lattice term not closely tied to the degreeof order. Thus,
the existence of a non-random cation distribution among two nonequivalent sites need not noticeably affect the activity-composition relations in the solid solutions, although the effect on enthalpy and entropy
sepalately may be significant.
The intercrystalline exchangeof iron and magnesium between olivine
and pyroxene is largely governed by the difference in free energies of
formation A(AGt) of the iron and magnesium end-members(Nafziger and
Muan, 1968)if the solid solutionsare nearly ideal. SinceMedaris (1969)
and Larimer (1968) have shown that the distribution constant is nearly
independentof temperaturein the range 900-12000C,one may conclude
that the term A(AGo)/RZ remainsfairly constantin this range.This con-
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clusion cannot be checkedagainst standard free energy date becauseof
the instability of ferrosilite (Nafziger and Muan, 1968; Akimoto, 1964)
and the consequentlack of detailed thermodynamic data for it. Since
neither the intercrystalline distribution constant nor the deviation from
ideality of the solid solution seem to be very temperature sensitive,
these parameters are not suitable for use as geothermometers.The
intracrysta"lline cation distribution among Mt and M2 sites of pyroxene
is significantly temperature dependent, and may serve as an indication of
the lowest temperature at which equilibrium was attained (Virgo and
Hafner, 1969). If the cation distribution coemcient, r, is known to
+0.02, and in view of the uncertaintiesassociatedwith the model, it is
probably possibleto estimate this temperature to about * 40o,depending somewhat on the purity and composition of the sample,and on the
actual value of ?.
The effect of impurities, particularly of calcium, on the intercrystalline
and intracrystalline distributions of iron and magnesium and on the
thermodynamicsof solid solution formation has not been consideredand
may be a significant complication in geologicsystems,although Larimer's
data suggestthat 1 percent CaO by weight doesnot influencethe intercrystalline distribution - coefficient. Similarly, the effect of pressure,
primarily to stabilize ferrosilite (Akimoto, 1964) and extend the range of
the pyroxene solid solution, must be consideredwhen dealing with samples originating from a high pressureenvironment.
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